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Abstract

This thesis work grounds on the investment relations of Portugal and Germany intending to provide investment promotion agencies a more comprehensive model and a more effective set of investment promotion tools. Particularly, it stresses how Portugal can attract more capital from Germany in a specific sub-sector – the automotive Tier1 suppliers industry (manufacturer who provides directly to a company without dealing with other manufacturers or a middleman).

It builds on a very strong field work, based essentially on experts and top managers’ opinions of several different spheres. It is also structured around the collection of several case-studies’ insights and carefully designed questionnaires.

A main finding is that one as to be realistic with regard to Portugal’s potential to attract investment. Investment promotion analysis shows that investment decisions depend first and foremost on the quality of a country’s business environment; investment promotion agencies can only bridge information gaps and mitigate biased perceptions by leveraging on a country’s strengths.

It is offered several recommendations both at a more general and operational level. The need to improve a ‘suboptimal’ choice and prioritization of arguments and metrics or some important investment lead generation activities suggestions are just some examples, among others.
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1. This introductory chapter intends to briefly detail some aspects that underlie the whole business project and provide useful context on the topic studied.

**Contextualization**

**Challenge Overview**

The present study was born out of a true challenge prepared by the German-Portuguese Chamber of Industry and Commerce and Roland Berger Strategy Consultant (see Appendix 1). The sponsor of the project was Mr. Hans-Joachim Boehmer - captaining the all project. He was to observe and validate the proceedings and the relevance of the results achieved. Worth mentioning, the results of the project are intended to be presented to the relevant authorities such as AICEP (Agência para o Investimento e Comércio Externo de Portugal) or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for example, figuring consequently as the final ‘target’ of our work and to whom most of the recommendations were delineated.

The project team was composed of me and my colleague Steffen Schink; we were both equally held responsible for planning, executing and meeting the project objectives. With our partners was agreed a comprehensive set of deliverables and a demanding schedule of ‘steering committee meetings’ that made the coaching process clear and productive. The steering committee was composed of Mr. Boehmer, Mr. Rafael Dias from Roland Berger and Mr. Alexandre Dias da Cunha from Nova School of Business and Economics. The constant feedback provided by all was of utmost importance.

We were asked to design a specific business case on how to promote and attract German companies’ investment. It would have to treat a particular sector of activity – our choice fell on TIER 1 suppliers\(^1\) of the automotive industry (explanation deferred to section 2). Also shape a, presently, very broad global value proposition into a more meaningful picture for particular German companies (that we would have to list as one of the deliverables) centered on concepts of technology and innovation. Overall this work reflects the intention of our client for us to ‘dig-deeper’ into the aforementioned problematic – Investment Promotion - in a quest to assess better companies’ needs, major bottlenecks they encounter and their expectations when comparing diverse investment destinations; the possible match of these with a more cohesive, coherent and measurable offer of real

\(^1\)“Being identified as a Tier1 Automotive supplier establishes both the credibility and commitment required by global automotive manufacturers of their closest business partners trusted to design, develop, and validate the products and systems incorporated into their vehicles.” (from http://www.Tier1parts.com/)
competitive advantages can truly allow a country such as Portugal to ‘get in the short list’ and capture important resources to its economy. The more tailored possible the offer is to a specific sector, the most likely is the strategy able to produce significant results and provide some innovative thinking on the matter; there is also the need to bring these quantitative value propositions closer to business decision makers and all relevant stakeholders by involving experts, networkers and investment managers with vast experience (or by promoting privileged contacts with specialized media, for example).

There are many and fierce competitors presenting offers that better match German investors’ needs. It is of utmost importance the channeling of efforts and resources to re-think Portugal promotion strategy enabling it to participate more actively in our ever more globalized world.

**FDI: Introductory Facts And Figures**

Among other institutions, the OECD praises: “In recent years, Portugal has implemented ambitious structural reforms to restore the sustainability of public finances, reduce external imbalances and put the economy back on a path of strong, jobs-rich growth. Reforms to bolster the fiscal framework broaden tax bases and enhance labor market and competition policies have been important steps forward. (...)This ongoing rebalancing – on the back of renewed reform impetus – has been paramount in assuring markets of Portugal’s capacity to implement reforms, and in restoring debt sustainability and external confidence”\(^2\). For our work it is very important to understand the possible impact for the real economy and, consequently, what outcome it has for foreign investment. More concretely, we have to wonder whether or not German companies recognize real improvements on the business environment, in consequence of the reforms in place. Some facts and figures on Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) are presented next to help contextualize the topic.

The Bank of Portugal (August 2013 data) shows that net FDI in Portugal fell in the 1st semester of 2013 comparing with the homologous period by 110.2%, representing a net investment of -614 Million (Euros)\(^3\). This accentuated an already clear drop from 2011 to 2012 on net FDI of 13.5% – Figure 1 below is very clear. Overall FDI Stock in PT was

---

\(^2\)OECD (2013) “Portugal: Reforming the State to Promote Growth” p. 8.

\(^3\) “FDI flows with a negative sign indicate that at least one of the three components of FDI (equity capital, reinvested earnings or intra-company loans) is negative and not offset by positive amounts of the remaining components. These are instances of reverse investment or divestment” (UNCTAD 2013)
49.3% of GDP in 2011 (in Ireland was 120% and in Holland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia around 60%). FDI in Portugal is insufficient and its application on non-strategic sectors - mostly in financial activities, insurance and utilities – suggests deficiencies on the supply side and the public incentives offered, in relation to the abovementioned countries, some very close competitors of Portugal in investment capture. One can also observe a worsening of Portugal’s relative positioning on the World Economic Forum Index of Productivity Growth from 45th place to 51th place (among 148 countries) considering 2011 to 2013.

**Figure 1:** Evolution of FDI in Portugal

When it comes, more specifically, to German FDI in Portugal the numbers don’t get much rosier. Till 2010 Portugal captured 0.5% of all accumulated investment of Germany abroad according with the Deutsche Bundesbank while the UK got 10%, Holland 6.1%, Spain 2.5%, Czech Republic 2.2%, Poland 2.2%, for example (See Appendix 2). Of some relevance is that neighboring countries acquired roughly 1/3 (33.3%) of all accumulated German FDI giving strength to argumentation of location proximity preference. Figure 2 shows that FDI stock of German investors in Portugal has been decreasing. Its numbers contrast with Bank of Portugal data that estimate that German FDI stock in Portugal was stabilized around 3 billion Euros for the last decade.

---

4 Paragraph based on “FDI in Portugal – attractive capital to create jobs: Recommendations to the government and public institutions about strategy and policies to implement”


6 It was also interesting to note some discrepancies on FDI data, across different institutions. To this aggregate variable are given different definitions and the simple inclusion/exclusion of one component might lead to contradictory results.
According with the Bank of Portugal data, while in 2007 Germany was first investor in Portugal representing 19.75% of all foreign investment in the country in 2012 was already sixth. This implies a reduction of Germany representativeness in the Portuguese economy. From 2007 to 2011 Gross investment from Germany to Portugal was 26362.2M (Euros) and divestment of 27346.9M (Euros) – a net value of -984.7M.

All the macro data presented above complemented with a more detailed analysis at ‘firm level’ can add much value; PORTUGALPLUS study from Roland Berger – ‘starting document’ of our project - complemented with in-depth research on many other sources allowed us to get a more holistic view on German companies already established in Portugal. When it comes to their composition, 60% are from the Industry sector – 18% Automobile sector, 14% of Chemicals, 9% Metallurgy, 7% Consumer Goods and 13% others – while 24% are Services and 16% Commerce.

German companies already established in Portugal are good examples as they are investing in a long-term perspective mainly in technology-intensive industries and because they make a very significant contribute to exports.

---

7 It was to this study that we were supposed to give continuity. This study prepared by Roland Berger to the German-Portuguese Chamber of Industry and Commerce had the objective to recommend a new dynamization plan to boost German FDI to Portugal and Portuguese exports.

8 Between 2012 and 2015 about half of the companies intend to maintain their investment levels and more than 30% consider to increase investment in Portugal in 2014-2015 (Roland Berger PORTUGALPLUS study May 2013); 79% of German industrial companies are positively committed with Portugal - 27% in the short-term and 28% in the medium-term intent to expand their investments and only 11% to 9% decrease, respectively (AHK “Empresas Alemãs em Portugal – Clima Empresarial e Factores de Sucesso” 2010).

9 87% of all production is exported on average; in some sectors these numbers are even much higher - 97% in Rubber products, 95% in Shoes industry, 91% in Machinery, 90% in Electrical Equipment or 88% in Automotive, for example (Roland Berger PORTUGALPLUS study).
There exists a very vast list of German companies - Continental Mabor, Mitsubishi Fuso, Preh Portugal, Schaeffer, Leica or Labesfal, for example - that made significant investments in Portugal very recently (2011 to 2013). Some examples, among many others, show the dynamism of our business environment: Nokia Siemens built two new IT centers in 2012-2013 that represented a 90M Euros investment; Bosch has a worldwide Research and Development (R&D) center in Thermotechnology that represents till 2013 an investment of more than 190M Euros; Continental has in Portugal its most productive subsidiary in the all group; the presence of Enercon or Volkswagen Autoeurope, two very meaningful investments that created a very significant numbers of jobs.

However it is relevant to observe the increased competition from other locations and recognize some underlying limitations that investors point out as crucial. Portugal is said to be in high competition for the capture of German investment with Asia and Eastern European countries that offer a very attractive proposition based on cost-efficiencies, but not only (internal market dimension, for example is another very important aspect). While Portugal has ranking quite good in infrastructure, employees’ motivation, and qualification of the work force and availability of specialized people, among German companies, it is also stressed that public administration efficiency, energy costs, public tenders’ transparency, taxes or labor low flexibility are factors that seriously affect the business environment and hinder investment badly.10

2. This section intends to expose the methodology used by the working team and explain the plan that was set up to tackle the challenge stated and its main results.

Our approach plan and main recommendations

Methodology

We agreed to define the deliverables structure into a simple model, but not simplistic, that allowed us to have a first guiding thought about what were we looking for – What?, How? and Who? (see Appendix 3). First we propose to analyze the strengths and relevant location factors to be presented to potential investors; then we design a way of giving credible and tangible argumentation to support our choices. Second we detail which processes to follow in order to achieve the pre-defined goals – how to best use the evident

10 Roland Berger (2013) “PORTUGALPLUS – Investimento e Exportação”
scarce resources. Finally, we assess to whom our value proposition should be directed to, tailoring the approach to a well-defined target segment – intention to match the set of strengths with the ‘needs’ of real businesses.

We conducted a very complete first level research on the materials provided by all our partners on a first effort to define what FDI is, the different forms of it and the basic rationale that is behind investment decisions as well the best practices existent.

Following we define a comprehensive set of activities and work-packages that allowed to manipulate more efficiently the continuous flow of information. It provided a rigorous scheduling that would serve both the team and the client side as a way to check the ongoing-work and sometimes re-center the focus on the goals set initially (see Appendix 4). This highly dynamic process is evident on the continuous improvement and extra emphasis each section had at different periods of time according with the flow of project.

We also added a to-do list for each ‘steering committee meeting’ that would be checked in a review slide that detailed the more specific activities in course and the plans ahead.

In operational terms and for the sake of narrowing down the approach we identified some criteria that would help us choose the industry, namely\(^{11}\):

- R&D intensity (expenditures by sector from German companies)
- Industry dimension and FDI propensity (stocks of FDI abroad historic)
- German FDI in Portugal by sector (already competitive sectors)

The first followed the recommendation of Roland Berger to focus on R&D centers in order to sell our competitive labor prices and availability (between others), put very roughly. The basic rationale for the second is that large industries have higher potential as a target and stocks of FDI would track down the ones that have more ‘willingness’ to invest abroad.

The last one would be identifying recent investments that could indicate growth opportunities and subsequent capital inflows.

Following the industry choice a lot of subsequent research was carried out so that we could understand better the market and envision possible investment opportunities from the study of its value-chain, both in Germany and Portugal. Some of the findings are shared along the all work as they constitute a pillar base of it.

\(^{11}\) This first reference to the industry rationale is only made here on the context of the methodology used, being it neither extensive nor exhaustive; that is to be left for section “Overview: Industry choice rationale”.
It is fundamental to highlight the considerable number of in person interviews conducted with experts. Our holistic approach led us to speak in person with a big number of stakeholders from diverse spheres: main companies, Industry and Cluster Associations, Universities and R&D centers and relevant Government Authorities (see Appendix 5). This unique resource is undoubtedly the one that generates most value, constituting the biggest part of our ‘field work’ (discussed in more detail in the sub-section beneath). Other relevant contacts were made, due to time and budget constraints, over the phone and by sending questionnaires.

We also attended some conferences about this topic in order to get special insights on investment rationale and followed the news daily to be aware of any update or initiative (e.g. BBVA Conference “Espanha – Exportações e Investimento”).

Finally, we were to consolidate all this research into a final consulting presentation that would sum up all our recommendations.

**Brief interviewing techniques discussion**

We soon understood that interviewing top management would require a lot of preparation – indeed interviewing is a special skill that we developed a lot. We wanted to make sure we would get straight to the point and able to get the most out of each interview. Also, the eclectic nature of our approach required us to be very specific and tailor each interview very carefully.

In order to ‘get below the surface’, we used several techniques that were on continuous update; it was a true process of ‘learning by doing’. Nonetheless, some important factors were taken into account, namely\(^\text{12}\): preparation of questions and an agenda beforehand (see Appendix 6); importance of making occasional eye contact to show interest and confidence; asking open-ended questions at the same time encouraging the interviewee to provide details and examples on key topics; asking tough questions; and always taking notes on the information collected.

We were also aware of many relevant tips for successful interviewing, that we followed many times, for example\(^\text{13}\): “interview in pairs” – which we did 95% of the times and allowed us to make the interviews the more complete possible; “listen, don’t lead” – to get

---


the most exhaustive answers possible one as to listen first; “paraphrase, paraphrase, paraphrase” – allowing the interviewee to add extra information and stress the most important aspects; “don’t ask for too much” – it was very important for us to focus on some key pre-defined goals, prioritizing some questions to get more tangible results; “adopt the Columbo tactic” – realizing that when the interview is over, the interviewee becomes more relaxed and can be more willing to provide extra information.

The interviewing process is one of the main building blocks of our project and required us to get acquainted with many different industries and different settings, which proved of immense value for the team.

Overview: industry choice rationale

Our criteria analysis showed that the Automotive Suppliers (TIER1) constituted the most valuable opportunity on which authorities could focus its efforts on.

First, as Figure 3 shows, the enormous share – 52% - the automotive industry has on global German companies’ expenditures in R&D is very significant (the automotive industry is very research intensive and relies on steady innovation in order to compete\textsuperscript{14}). It is also in line with Roland Berger recommendation to look for opportunities in R&D as Portugal can sell its qualified workforce at competitive prices, for example. Also true is that in fact many manufacturing companies in the automotive industry already face skill shortages\textsuperscript{15} that Portugal could potentially fill (see Appendix 7). Among the top reasons for German automotive suppliers to come to Portugal in the first place were indeed the lower labor costs or the workforce motivation and flexibility, for example, as our research showed.

Figure 3: Global Expenditure in R&D (German Companies by 2011)

\textbf{Source:} Stifterverband für die deutsche Wirtschaft 2013, FuE – Datenreport 2013 – Analysen und Vergleiche

\textsuperscript{14} McKinsey Global Institute (2012) “Manufacturing the Future: the next era of global growth and innovation”.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
Second, the automotive industry is the biggest and most important sector in Germany generating a total turnover of 351bn – 20% of all German industry revenue in 2009.\(^{16}\)

Third, besides the obvious influence of size the automotive industry is also the one that accounts for the biggest chunk of total German investment abroad – 31% in 2011\(^{17}\) - that indicate a high propensity to delocalization.

Forth, the prominence of German investment in Portugal in this sector is also evident and indicates further investment potential – from 2008 to 2011 the CAGR of automotive related investment in Portugal by Germany was of 11.3%\(^{18}\). In 2011 motor vehicles and parts accounted for 47% of German FDI stock in Portugal\(^{19}\) which indicates the perceived attractiveness of the sector in Portugal (as illustrated in Figure 4).

One final argument on which we base our industry choice is the observed dynamism of exports on vehicles and other transport material that ranked second (after Machinery). It accounted for 11.2% of Portuguese exports between January and June 2013\(^{20}\). Competitive companies are responsible for this and figure as possible partners (buyers and suppliers) to any potential investor coming to Portugal.

**Figure 4:** Development of German FDI Stock in Portugal by Sector (2008-2011)

Complementarily one should be aware of the real capacity Portugal has in attracting foreign investments. Several structuring aspects and trends of the automotive industry and FDI must be taken into account:

---

\(^{16}\) Germany Trade & Invest (2010) “The automotive industry in Germany”, p. 3.


\(^{18}\) Composed out of Deutsche Bundesbank data

\(^{19}\) Ibid.

\(^{20}\) INE 2013 Statistics of Portugal
The vast majority of German FDI is done to tap new markets, through sales representations (45%) or production facilities (35%), in the automotive the latter even accounts for 65% and both carmakers and suppliers internationalization is primarily driven by growth and cost considerations. Naturally, the dichotomy of high costs and flat growth in established markets and lower wages and high growth in emerging markets led to the re-direction of capital to China, India or Eastern Europe, for example (global production in the automobile industry hit record numbers in 2012 primarily because of Growth in Asia – since 2010 China is the world’s largest market for vehicle sales).

Undoubtedly, Portugal has suffered significantly on its share of cost-driven investments mainly after the EU inclusion of Eastern European countries.

As customers become more rigorous and demanding Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are obliged to diversify their portfolios. Modular strategies and platform sharing seem the way to go, to deal with increasing complexity and cost that derive from lower volumes per model. These allow for economies of scale and manufacturing flexibility by the use of identical building blocks. This reality allows Portugal to sell convincingly two very important competitive aspects: its high-skilled labor competitive price and its large flexibility.

Importantly to recognize is the increasing use of ‘Engineering Services Outsourcing’ in opposition to internal R&D as they allow for higher flexibility, lower costs and access to external knowledge (Appendix 8). This trend is strong in the outsourcing of R&D related with engines efficiency and electrification, in particular. Quoting the German Trade and Invest 2013 study on the Automotive industry in Germany: “Furthermore, the industry landscape is shifting as increasing cost pressures force OEMs and component manufacturers to outsource former core competences such as R&D to lower level suppliers or other contractors.”

Data composed out of DIHK (Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag) data
KPMG (2009) “Global Location Strategy for Automotive Suppliers”
Confirmed also on Gerth, Richard J. (2007) “Innovate or Die”
(4) The European crisis helped manifestly to lower demand levels on the automotive market. There is a clear overcapacity – estimated around 25%-30% by the European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA)\(^{29}\). In consequence, “manufacturers and suppliers have to reduce capacity (and eliminate fixed costs) by closing down plants or lay off employees”\(^{30}\). Impressively, some industry reports estimate numbers around 16 million units production decline, from 2012 to 2015, at Western European plants.

The four abovementioned industry trends are also accompanied by some important ‘good news’ that any investment promotion officer should be also aware of. They give relevancy to the need of understanding the environment at a more micro-level.

Despite the crisis 27% of German OEMs and suppliers are planning to increase their production capacity in Europe while only 8% intend to decrease - serving our case very well, suppliers are said to be even more committed with this effort – 34% plan to increase production (in contrast with 17% of OEMs). Also true, and very relevantly “40% of German automotive companies plan to increase R&D expenditures and only 2% intend to lower those”\(^{31}\).

This exercise also helped us structure much the rationale around our recommendations.

**Recommendations – deliverables**

**What?**

A first possible general recommendation can be derived out of the realization that investment decisions depend first and foremost on the quality of a country’s business environment. Thus, the main concern of Investment Promotion Agencies should be to bridge existent information gaps and mitigate biased perceptions by leveraging on a country’s strengths. Secondly, it is also natural that one finds it hard to say whether AICEP, for example, should privilege R&D or manufacturing activities – our opinion is that from an operational point of view, AICEP does not need to decide on one activity as long as they use adequate propositions. For investigating whether or not a TIER1

\(^{29}\) ACEA (2012) “European automobile manufacturers call for EU policy on automotive industry to be translated into urgent action” [Press Release]


\(^{31}\) Ernst & Young 2013, “European Automotive Survey”
manufacturer could establish in Portugal, it is also important to realize the interdependence between manufacturing and R&D – it also makes the choice between both secondary.

One of our first steps was to analyze AICEP’s promotional material (sector presentations, website and the ‘investor’s guide) which revealed significant improvement potential. First, they should make a strong effort to envision and name tangible investment opportunities rather than augmenting almost exclusively on positive competitive factors. This can make a huge difference and allow for any investors to screen faster potential and evaluate more credibly information. Second, they could use more pungently specific success cases and give more contextual information that catch potential investors’ attention. An investor should know exactly what competitive advantages established groups are enjoying at the present moment. Up to date information on successful companies is crucial to entice investors. Third, they must improve what we consider a suboptimal choice and prioritization of arguments and metrics; preference should be given to metrics that benchmark the institution with main competitors, i.e. which give meaning to comparisons to be carried.

Before exposing our choice of arguments there are some frequently cited arguments, we believe should be dropped or receive lower priority within AICEP’s argumentation - we called them the ‘no-arguments’:

(1) Access to technology – existing technology difficultly justifies FDI, companies can simply buy the technology and use it anywhere. Rather than technology it should be promoted the capacities to create knowledge that may justify investments – existent highly-qualified talent pool or significant high-end research work by R&D centers or universities, for example;

(2) Strategic location – “Portugal can serve as a hub for overseas business” in Brazil, Angola, USA, etc., the enlargement of Panama Canal and the Free Trade Agreement with the USA possibilities are among many arguments that are not substantiated with powerful enough facts. In reality, subsidiaries in Portugal add little value for goods sold overseas. Companies already invest directly in foreign markets without having Portugal has an intermediate. Adding to this, vast majority of German companies view the location (of Portugal) as a negative factor for competitiveness (transport costs for Germany are considered high, for example);
(3) Supplier Base – the good supplier base has been praised as selling point in some occasions which does not correspond with prevalent opinions of German managers in Portugal, based on our research. The supplier base is rather considered bad which forces them to source abroad the majority of cases.

Our intention is to offer and recommend a more adequate choice and a more articulate prioritization of arguments and metrics that should fundament AICEP’s rationale in investment capture. This is mainly derived from our experts’ opinions but also out of our understanding of the needs of real companies that we were able to gather while researching exhaustively in many other sources (in our sector, but not only). As a side note, in result of some conversations with our interviewees and also hinted by our partners’ that Shared Services Centers (SSCs) activities could constitute a very interesting investment opportunity, we decided to include here the relevant factors prioritization for this ‘high target-potential’ activity too (these centers centralize the more specific operational tasks like Accounting, Human Resources, Payroll or Legal, for example). This adds to our offer for the capture of Tier1 suppliers another very relevant dimension – the need to run these ‘cost-centers’ efficiently. They are to be divided in relevant arguments for Manufacturing, R&D and SSCs independently, by activities type:

Figure 5: Choice and Prioritization of the Main Arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant arguments for Manufacturing</th>
<th>Relevant arguments for R&amp;D</th>
<th>Relevant arguments for SSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Incentives</td>
<td>1. Incentives</td>
<td>1. Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Costs of labor</td>
<td>2. Costs of skilled labor</td>
<td>2. Costs of skilled labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Availability of labor</td>
<td>3. Availability of skilled labor</td>
<td>3. Availability of skilled labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Quality of labor (incl. motivation &amp; flexibility)</td>
<td>4. Quality of skilled labor (incl. motivation &amp; flexibility)</td>
<td>4. Quality of skilled labor (incl. motivation &amp; flexibility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Real estate cost and availability</td>
<td>7. Physical infrastructure</td>
<td>7. Real estate cost and availability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own research results
Briefly put, the most relevant ‘take-away’ is the need for investment promotion agencies to sell something that companies value and are able to quantify easily. For each argument we constructed a very comprehensive set of metrics and respective graphical representation that cover this need and could very well help AICEP job. Our metrics’ choice reflects our intention to provide a comprehensive set of facts and figures to which an investor could give meaning to. They are categorized with the purpose of better allowing anyone to adjust their presentation to the targeted audience stressing the right arguments. Labor Costs, Business Environment and Reforms, Infrastructure, Real Estate, Availability and Qualification make the six sections that group our comprehensive 53 metrics list (see Appendix 9).

By way of example, I will mention then the most significant arguments.

First, for any investor evaluating different investment locations it is vital that the information available is very clear and objective; the case of incentives is a striking - there exist a lot of programs and incentive-packages that are not easy to read and even ‘cannibalize’ each other. This information was considered by our experts as vital for the growth of FDI in Portugal as, in the end, most of the decisions boil down to ‘financials’. At least, to ‘get in the short-list’ a lot of effort should be put into re-organizing and clarifying this, several times overlooked criteria - for the sake of transparency and effectiveness these programs should be very clear on availability and compliance rules criteria, for example.

Second, AICEP should, in our opinion, offer what is believed to be what we have best in a smart way - our talented and resourceful workforce. A thorough analysis on our costs, availability and quality of skilled labor should be available to any investor. These are true and tangible competitive points that need more complete treatment by the competent authorities and should be at the top of our ‘arguments short list’.

Lastly, before the also very important criteria of Physical infrastructure, digital infrastructure, real estate cost and availability or the Quality of life, one should account for the need to sell properly the business environment and particularly the Reforms that are making it more dynamic and competitive if that is the case. One could refer to praises of the EU, IMF and OECD (one example is showed in the introduction) – this is very important elevating the generally bad perception of Portugal among German investors.
Identified problems like the Government bureaucracy, tax rates and regulations, labor law or the efficiency of litigation could be tackled with more clear information on the Simplex program, Labor Law liberalization, corporate income tax reform or the judicial system reform, for example.

Finally, we also stress other aspects that we consider relevant and worth mentioning: the necessity of the government to further promote firm-level wage bargaining, the important involvement of employers in vocational training and the conclusion of the corporate tax reform. There is also the pressing need to recognize investment promotion as vital by dedicating sufficient resources to hire the best, for the creation of specialized investment teams and add activities.

Who?

Roundly, new targets in our sector, but not only, are hard to pinpoint - they are rather hard to identify and some approaches we took turned out to be real ‘dead-ends’.

Inquiring at industry associations, businesses, etc. proved of no use, they had no knowledge about investment plans and were totally unable to identify specific companies as potential targets. We also inquired at IHKs – German Chambers of Industry and Commerce – whom hardly showed any interest in Portugal and were totally unaware of any investment considerations (even if they were, they could not disclose until the decision has been made). Likewise, we asked perseveringly experts interviewed for supply-chain gaps that German companies could fill and the results were poor: companies did not mention any foreign suppliers they could envision to locate here – it would work only in industries with several potential buyers as suppliers may be reluctant to entirely depend on one customer obviously (one important group hinted at rubber and wiring looms suppliers currently located in Turkey and Ukraine as possible targets but with few grounding). Lastly, the continuous research on the news and annual reports also proved dark, we found no stated interests in investing in this region.

Our recommendation is therefore, for AICEP to identify and focus on few key sectors, automotive TIER1 suppliers (our pilot research) and others, while the company choice within a suitable industry is somewhat arbitrary. These strategic sectors would be the ones to which a proposition based on the aforementioned criteria generate the biggest investment potential. AICEP should incorporate knowledge on different types of needs that
exist for different targets enabling them to better tailor their value-propositions. Company size considerations are a good example. Large corporations have complex processes, it is harder to contact decision makers but they account for most R&D internationalization – these investments are Greenfield, largely. At the same time Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are more open to suggestions but they cannot slice R&D neither they are willing to outsource their main and unique resource. In sum, one can say that as long the approach and proposition is tailored both can be viable targets.

Also a very strong recommendation that our team formulated is that AICEP should focus on nurturing incremental investments by existing investors rather than Greenfield. Our rationale is for a re-orientation towards FDI quality in place of quantity, many investments are gradually developed towards higher value activities over time. Farther, it is true that it’s easier to retain than to attract new investors - the contacts are already in place. These are companies that already committed and are, consequently, more willing to invest. Consequently, AICEP should re-contact all subsidiaries of German companies (not only automotive) regularly to discuss future prospects and investment plans as well how they could assist them.

Our own survey that inquired German automotive supplier companies revealed that some are willing and considering investing in Portugal, namely: AIS, Bollinghaus, Bosch, Brose, Gestamp (formerly EDSCHA) and Preh. If AICEP is not already in contact with these, they should.

We also offer specific examples of business opportunities and generally vigorous sectors to be considered. Two specific tenders should be presented to German companies related with ‘Wave Energy’ and ‘Smart Grids’. Other sectors our value proposition applies to: Bioengineering, Software Development and Shared Services Centers.

---

32 REN is looking for technology developers and operations and EDP is currently looking for suppliers of metering infrastructure.

33 Generally, research-intensive sectors are benefiting from Portugal strengths at the present moment, dynamic industries with particularly convincing investment track records and sectors relying much on the availability and qualification of labor.
**How?**

This closing sub-section discusses more procedural recommendations our team designed. Our results point to the need of adapting various operational aspects at AICEP, notwithstanding we share some positive feedback collected.

We constructed our ideas around an ‘Investment Promotion Agency Activity Cycle’ structured in: (1) Strategy and Organization, (2) Lead Generation (for a cost-impact analysis see Appendix 10), (3) Project Handling and (4) After-care and Performance Evaluation (see Appendix 11), as detailed below.

1. Foster a return-driven business mentality throughout AICEP and focus on few strategic sectors;
2. Excellence on execution is a must for lead generation, AICEP should proactively look for potential targets rather than waiting to be approached – among many there are some pressing actions that AICEP could foster that have a good cost-impact ratio, including: hold sales presentations to potential investors (AICEP has presentations but these are not customized); organize sector-specific investment missions; host information seminars on investment opportunities; just for specific events conduct direct mailing or telephone campaigns; advertise in financial or industry-specific media; nurture relations with influential journalists to generate benign news; continuously update and facilitate the layout of the website; ensure correct language and design adequacy in all materials (possibly promote the translation of key materials to German, for example); provide fact sheets, which are easy and inexpensive to produce, for download and easy access for investors with key information;
3. Make sure one-stop shop principle is being applied, re-checking the effectiveness and scope of the agency and study best-practices (Irish or Singaporean case);
4. AICEP should adapt their performance measurement criteria, making it more thorough (e.g. high-skilled jobs created and contracts with knowledge intensive functions signed instead of simply presenting jobs created numbers or the number of investment contracts).

From our research we were also hinted to the need for AHK (German-Portuguese Chamber of Industry and Commerce) to launch press releases in IHKs (German Chambers of
Commerce) to maximize positive publicity, elevate image of Portugal and potentially generate interest and information requests.

Nonetheless, AICEP is recognized as among the best practice agencies in inquiry handling by the World Bank, a very important aspect. Also of note 88% of surveyed German automotive suppliers in Portugal say to be happy with AICEP work. They are even praised to be among the few agencies worldwide able to put “an offer on the table” before investors committed.

3. In this last section I try to make the bridge between the practical experience with more theoretical concepts and ideas our team used. Also, it intends to close the business project with a reflection on a more personal level.

Reflection on learning

Bridging With the Theory

It is of relevance to say that our team was able to use its knowledge complementarily to our advantage. Some materials one learned before were used interchangeably to produce the most value possible and fortunately there were some materials to share and combine.

Such a vast topic required the use of an always changing mix of models depending on the dynamics of the workflow. While some concepts used are common and transversal to economy or business sciences, some specific course materials from different classes are worth particular note:

(1) Corporate Strategy – some introductory courses on strategy transmitted very useful concepts such as ‘environmental scanning’ and ‘future scenario planning’ or ‘strategic-intend based planning’, but Corporate Strategy was the first to show clearly that making strategic mistakes costs a lot. When attracting FDI from abroad one should be aware of the immense difficulties and risks a parent holding faces, when deciding to re-locate its operations abroad or expand its business overseas. Only a deep understanding on the way multinational companies plan the future can help assess what should be promoted and how it should be promoted, in any investment promotion strategy. Also, a key take-away from this discipline is that any company, institution or association must be aware of the rarity of unique resources that really constitute value, being those tangible assets or skills. Unique
resources are foundation of any goal and objective; efforts should be directed at nurturing the existent and building new differentiating capabilities;

(2) International Business – this course stressed the considerable impact ever increasing globalization has on the internationalization process of MNEs. The study on internationalization positioning and strategies proved of value when tailoring a plan that better suited companies’ needs;

(3) Global Supply Chain Management – as mentioned before one of many strategies we adopted was to look for improvements in our sector companies’ value chain and consequently, on the supply chain. We learnt how to improve supply chain performance through design and management in search for building true competitive advantages. ‘Intra-organizational integration’, for example, allowed us to grasp how outsourcing parts of an organization could boost or threaten the overall company ability to generate value. Long-term performance is dependent on the ability of one to recognize the ever-changing market conditions and flexibility potential of the business. Concluding, one should leverage on important insights about supply-chains and match the offer of solutions with the exact needs that generate sustainable results;

(4) Global Business Challenges – This interesting subject is also worth mentioning as it highlights the importance and impact of the external environment on firms’ decisions. The “non-market environment” (developments in technology, income and lifestyles, government policies and the media, for example) is highly in FDI flows. When strategizing on how to capture capital it is important one is aware of the different stakeholders involved and their interdependencies (firms’ behavior is much interconnected with private political actors and governments);

The complementarities abovementioned is well seen in the use of some concepts of Project Management, for example – a course only one team member took. Some models related with planning, executing, monitoring and closing of a project allowed us to make several adaptations and progressively plan efficiently; an ever-increasing detail effort was made to our work model.

Our supervisor also provided us the materials from the Consulting class that helped us structure our rationale and work productively in a ‘consultant fashion’. How to formulate our ideas in a clear, complete and ‘sellable’ way was a very important take-away for the team (note: we also used other resources such as the “McKinsey Way” book for guidelines
on how to conduct an effective interview or how to make meaningful presentations, which proved very useful).

**Personal Experience**

This experience taught me, first and foremost, that being flexible and able to adjust to the constant need of producing results is vital. Even though there were some moments of frustration, when you realize reality is a little different from the business ‘mental maps’ one constructs, I am really pleased to have observed that during the development phase we made pretty good predictions on the projects’ potential. I can say confidently that we always felt challenged by the immense work needed and curious to learn more. I believe that our team faced very positively the idea of structuring down such a vast topic and definitely our planning of bundled activities into sequenced and detailed work-packages allowed us to better use our time and direct our efforts efficiently.

I personally learn a lot about the way to integrate real life problems into real business solutions. The constant inflow of information regarding FDI in newspapers or TV is immense but we were still able to scheme it through and deliver value to our client. The ‘digging-deeper’ process is a lifelong learning as I believe it teaches us a lot about perseverance, method and teamwork. Not even the World Bank, IMF, European Commission, McKinsey, Roland Berger, etc. tones of reports dissuaded us of looking for the right, and not the easy, answer; this immense ‘food for thought’ we learnt to digest with method.

Also very important, I have acquired considerable experience in dealing with top management thankfully to the continuous contact with our partners, with vast experience. This close contact made me understand better what is expected from a consultant and the kind of pressure he is faced with. Moreover, the very big number of interviews, around twenty of them personally, our team conducted put us in close contact with top management on a serious of very important companies and others. This is an experience for life that I am extremely pleased with as it allowed us to take the problem closer to real decision makers and think together on innovative solutions.

More, I have to highlight that I found myself working daily with a colleague that always shared my enthusiasm and helped me leverage on my personal capabilities - I personally learnt a lot from him. It is worth mentioning that this particular mix of Portuguese-German
nationalities to study a Portugal-Germany business relation potentiated our learnings about each other cultures and work methods, which is of immense value.

To conclude, I have to stress the biggest learning I took out from this experience - the immense value of team-work. Truly, only the capacity a team has to think problems better and in an innovative way made this project possible. The comradeship and work hours put into this research can only leave me proud of our efforts and confident about the end-product submitted.
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